The Whole Truth And Nothing But The Truth
About Online Marketing & YourNetBiz.com!
....Can you handle the truth?

Hi. I’m Tom Morrell. if you want to find out more about me, feel free to visit my
personal website
http://www.steprightthisway.eclipse.co.uk/Step-Right-This-WayWebsite/index.html
(you may need to copy the URL and paste it into the top line of your internet browser
because links don’t always work in this type of pdf document)

Here is your free report on online marketing & my chosen opportunity:
YourNetBiz.com.
I want to first thank you for stopping by and I hope this report proves to be a valuable
resource in your quest for… The Truth about Online Marketing Businesses!

If you still haven't watched the full tour about
YourNetBiz.com, please visit
http://misterfunk.mymarketingtour.com/movie_player
(links don’t always work on this type of pdf – you may need to
copy the URL into the top line of your internet browser)

This report was put together to bring you the facts. You will find that this e-book has a
tremendous collection of hard facts about YourNetBiz & other online marketing
opportunities.
I would suggest that you print this off.
It will be easier to read that way and you can keep it for future reference.
Let me first start off by saying that I feel online marketing is a great opportunity, but
you must decide if it’s right for YOU.
This is a Special Report which will give you all the specifics of the program I am
involved in as well as examples of how the plan works. I didn’t actually write the bulk
of the report myself, but I have updated it, checked its accuracy and made a number of
corrections (as a teacher, I can’t help it!) The report is simple and straightforward and
is designed to assist others in getting the facts (not hype) about this remarkable
Program. All of this is given to you without asking anything of you.
Now, before we go any further, I realise you may not know me or my background,
and of course it's certainly fair (at least at this point) that you might be a bit cynical
about anything you read on the Internet, I know I usually am.
...so all I'm going to ask you to do at this point is simply keep an open mind and decide
for yourself if this information serves you, because that's my sincere intention, to lay
out the facts for you... nothing more, nothing less, so you can make an informed
decision on what works best for YOU... without any hype or false promises.
What you will find in this e-book is
an unbiased analysis of the YourNetBiz opportunity.
NO Hype…NO Fluff…No Exaggerations!
As I have promised, I will not give you Hype or False promises for your success. Your
Success lies in your hands and no where else.
"Self Trust Is The first Secret Of Success"
as somebody once said.
Anyway, what has bothered me lately is all of these claims about how you can make
all this BIG money online by simply buying into a certain program and sitting back
and letting the system work for you.
Granted, many of these systems are jam packed with great graphics and have a ton of
technology in them. And the presentation of the opportunity is nothing short of
spectacular. But....You must know the First Truth of Any Online Business.
People buy from people or groups they like and trust.
This has been the case since people started selling. Still, many sites continue to
promote all these great promises.

The bottom line message still is "Get Rich and Don't Lift a Finger." Or in "just few
minutes per week you can make 150K per year." Or I love the ones that say "Just find
7 people to deposit $20/£10 in your Paypal and have them do the same. And in a
couple of months you’ll be a millionaire." Yeah right!
What bothers me the most I guess is that many people are being taken advantage of.
This is just not right. You will get more out of life being a straight shooter than as
someone hiding the truth.
The truth is:
Many people won't make much money in these programs but there are many
who will make a fortune. Which one will you be?
The key to making massive money is treating this as a REAL business, then doing all
you can to learn this business and how to be successful in it.
What business am I referring to? The business of Online Marketing! This is an
awesome business! It takes a little time to learn, but, when you do…….
WATCH OUT, because the sky is the limit as far as earning potential is concerned.
What's the best way to achieve this?
Partner with a person or group who's already
achieving the success that you wish for.
I recently read an interesting analogy to this point. It was referred to as:
"The Hot Poker Principal."
If you place a poker near the heat of a fire, it too becomes hot.
To succeed, follow the hot poker principal.
This simply means: surround yourself with great men and women, or those who are
successful, and you will benefit from their experiences and successes. They will rub
off on you. This is a profound truth that, if understood, will catapult your likelihood
of success.
Because of this fundamental principal, we formed the ''Turn-Key Marketing Group"
The fact is there are countless business opportunities out there and many are worth
while. With any online business, marketing is the key to the profits you are looking
for.

What this group is designed for and our private training site is set up for is to help
you in every aspect of your online business career. This group holds the answers
you're looking for in many respects. What we do is share a variety of effective sources
you can use to advertise your business without having to become some marketing
guru, even though that is eventually what you'll become in time!
Also, it's a common misconception that the amount of available funds to put towards
advertising is relative to your future success and/or income. Not the case at all. It's
actually HOW YOU APPLY THE FUNDS that's the critical issue here, not how much
money you have available. The main focus of our training is to show you how to have
the most EFFECTIVE marketing available. This goes into the set up of your business
and how you continue to set yourself apart from the crowd.

Are You Ready?
Since there is quite a bit of information, why not grab your favourite beverage, sit
back, relax and let’s get started? By the way, if you would like to speak to me about
YourNetBiz (or online marketing in general) please just pick up the phone.
When I first began exploring the world of online marketing, I sought to find others
who had already found success with such money making ventures. I wanted to learn
exactly what others were doing and WHY they were doing it. I needed to learn how to
fish, not just be given a fish. Again, I realised the benefits of learning from those
who were already creating great wealth for themselves and their families.
This is EXACTLY what I have done. Through my researching, I have been fortunate
enough to work with incredible achievers in the world of online marketing to learn
from and avoid the pitfalls that so many fall into. They have taught and continue to
teach me more and more on a regular basis. And the best part is... that this education
is offered FREE of charge when you find the right people and groups...
What I have learned about these Automated Businesses, is that a tremendous income
IS attainable if you know how to market them effectively. That is the key. With a
true knowledge of online marketing, you too, can take this program (and any other for
that matter) to great heights very quickly.
Not so long ago I was in your position. I was looking for a way to make money online
and not spend all my time doing it. I tried hard to find a business that I could run from
my home, and at the same time have the freedom to have a life and travel.

In all my research I've learned that NO business can succeed with out any effort from
the business owner.
There is NO such thing as a 100%
Automated Business
I have created my business to virtually run on autopilot, and you can too, if you know
how to set up the business ahead of time properly. This is what is so important if
you want your freedom from your business. It's all in the set up. And I can show you
just that.
After a thorough review of this opportunity I realised that this business would be very
powerful if you know what to do with it. They have put much thought into their
program. What impressed me most was the incredible amount of quality products
you receive when you join and the reduced levels of 'unprofessional' hype that many
other programs have.

So what is YourNetBiz?
A lot of people ask, "What's the product here? What are you selling?" I will do my
best to explain this to you.
The YourNetBiz business is a type of automated marketing system. It is designed to
handle the presentation and sales portion of your business. Basically the "Telling and
Selling."
As a YourNetBiz business owner your responsibility is to generate "Targeted Traffic"
to your site and let the system sort and close your interested prospects. The video
presentation and detailed tour is fantastic and the explanation of the compensation
plan is outstanding. All this has recently been thoroughly updated too, to reflect
changes in customers’ motivation
Now what exactly is the product? Well, it is really two fold.

First:
The hard or tangible products you receive with your business. You will have FULL
access to thousands of dollars’ worth of amazing software and wealth creation
resources, physical products & exclusive Travel Club.... You also have access to
conference calls & webinars to teach you how to market.
Some products come with full RESALE rights. This means you can turn around and
RESELL them and keep 100% of the profit you generate from the sale if you wish to.

There are also PRIVATE LABEL RIGHTS on certain products. This means that you can
put your name on them as if you created them. Then sell them and keep 100% of the
profits.
The products cover a multitude of subjects, although most are designed around
internet business. Much of this software is very helpful in marketing and improving
your business. Everything from putting audio or video on your website (if you have
one), to building web pages. There is other software that can be used for marketing.
Much is centred around article submission and working with Google or other
advertising mediums.
You get FULL access to thousands of dollars’ worth of amazing Software and Wealth
Creation Resources, ebooks & physical products including my favourite exclusive
product which is called The Net Millionaire Training System… (a Platinum associate
product)

This is much more than a game.
This elite training system is like having your very own private mentor living in
your home or office. People pay thousands to go on single seminars, often just to get
information overload - and 90% of the time they never end up implementing what
they have learned due to being overwhelmed!
If like me you are a Monopoly fan, you'll have so much fun playing it; you won't even
realise you're getting a million dollar/pound education without investing real money.
It's fun and enjoyable for the whole family, and you'll gain real experience that
translates into real-world financial success!
You may be sitting there, thinking is playing a game not a bit of a waste of time....?
Well, not if you are serious about learning this business as quickly as possible! You
certainly do not have to play it - but I guarantee it will help you learn how to make the
most of this business quicker than most other ways!

You also have access to one of the largest digital product libraries that you can
use, benefit or profit from.... This organisation has thought ahead and provided the
new business owner with many of the tools needed to make a business successful. It
is like owning your own mini Amazon – where you can search for specific products
and e-books whenever you need them. So for example - say you wanted to learn how
to use Google Adwords (pay per click): rather than paying for an e-book or training
course, you can search your library and download or watch a training video right
there and then. It’s free each and every time!

As a Platinum Member, you also get our exclusive Travel Club, where you have
access to frequently updated premium vacations at a fraction of the normal
cost.

(You can get more details on the products by visiting
http://misterfunk.mymarketingtour.com/tour/what-you-get)
(links don’t always work on this type of pdf – you may need to
copy the URL into the top line of your internet browser)

Second:
The business opportunity - Many people are particularly interested in this aspect.
With this business you not only receive an immense number of products, but also you
have an AWESOME opportunity to make a lot of money with this organisation. As a
business owner in YourNetBiz you have a financial vehicle that enables you to make a
very good income, in a short period of time.

Unlike many other businesses out there, you don't need a tremendous bank roll to get
started. And once you're up and running, you make $300 - $2,000 each & every sale
that your system closes for you. Just imagine one sale per month. (Not bad part time
income for most.)
Or how about one sale per WEEK? (Now we're getting better.) Or even better, one +
sale per DAY!! (NOW we're talking!) This is all possible with this business. There are
MANY of us doing that and MORE. The key is HOW to market it.
This program separates itself from the others because
YourNetBiz Provides the business owner with many
Products designed to assist in the success of your business.
YourNetBiz uses a proven wholesale/retail model where you get paid first and then
the company gets paid, not the other way around.
No waiting a month for a cheque from the company; you're paid directly from each
new member.
It can just keep going because every person who comes through your payline owes
you a proportion of each and every one of their sales for life. That's true perpetual
leverage and can generate significant profits, months and years down the line.
Remember that YourNetBiz was created to bypass most of the variables that cause
95% of people to fail in a home business.
In many other online opportunities you may be familiar with, especially network
marketing, you must speak with people non-stop throughout the day. The problem
lies in the fact that there are only so many hours in the day. The efforts required to
make such an opportunity flourish are very great and overwhelming. Thus, failure is
never far away.
In order for any business to be successful the ability to
duplicate one’s efforts is the key.
Duplication is so important. YourNetBiz helps this happen by providing everyone
who joins with several resources that will give them a far better chance of success.
There is a plethora of marketing help in the back office once you join. This is where
the work part of this business comes in.

This information is great for your education, if you are new to this business of online
marketing. In the back office you will have categories such as these to help you in
your marketing efforts:
Training & Support
• Getting Started with the Set Up Wizard
• Customer Support
• Recorded Training
• Live Training Schedule
• "How To" Video Vault
• FAQs
• Mindset
• My Coffee Call and regular Webinars
You also get your own ready made capture pages to market (where prospects
put their email in, prior to going through to your tour) the moment you join the
business.
You will be able to choose from a number of text-driven capture pages, imagedriven capture pages and video-driven capture pages. The company is
constantly updating and adding to the choice.

Now with the automation the YourNetBiz system provides, you don't have to talk to
people on the phone for eight hours a day, as most businesses require, before you
make any serious money. You no longer spend hours on the phone "sorting" - you
just let your system work 24/7. In fact, you don't have to talk to anyone if you don't
want to. Your Personal Business Assistant can handle all that side of the business for
you!
This system automatically sorts through all your prospects to weed out the “tire
kickers”, so you don’t have to.
I equate it to a gold miner.... he grabs the sand with a sifter and he sifts through the
sand over and over again, and guess what? What's left are just the gold nuggets.
That's what your YourNetBiz System will do for you.
Most of the people who take a tour of The YourNetBiz system are sorted out; that's
what you want.... you don't want to SELL them; you want them to JOIN when they are
interested and ready. That's what your system does for you. It does all your
presentations for you. When someone is interested, that is when they take the next
step. Some people will take days, some weeks and there are even some who will take
months to join.

Now the next step might be an email, a phone call - or they may just buy. But, your
system is doing all the work. You are just continuing with your life as your SYSTEM
works for YOU!
This is really what it boils down to - 95% of people in all home businesses fail. That's
just the reality. The internet is a virtual business... we're heading away from the
traditional forms of business that many of us have known in the past, yet there are
only a select few people who know these systems actually exist!

How Much Do You Earn For Every Sale?
Members earn a commission of every sale they make, and from each sale they make a
payment which goes to the person who introduced the member (override fee) and a
wholesale fee to the company.
You will find that there are some people like myself earning thousands a week with
YourNetBiz.......but let's not get too carried away just yet...
What would an extra few thousand $$$ or £££ a month do for you?

Cost to Join and Compensation Plan
There are 4 different options for joining the company.
Here's the price structure and compensation plan at a glance:

All those numbers can seem overwhelming, and the diagram
doesn’t explain it all, so I’ve made a point of finding out
exactly how much each member can get. Here's a crystal-clear
explanation...
If you become a Bronze member, at a cost of $495, you get $300 on each
of your own sales and $100 on sales made by every person you recruit.
Become a Silver member – at a cost of $995 - and get up to $700 on each
of your own sales and up to $150 on sales made by every person you
recruit.
Join as a Gold member – at a cost of $1995 - and get up to $1,400 on each
of your own sales, as well as up to $300 on sales made by every person
you recruit.
Become a prestigious Platinum member – it costs $2995 - and you get up
to $2,000 on each of your own sales, and up to $500 every time one of
your recruits makes a sale.
You can come in at a lower level and then upgrade later, but there will be a 20%
increase in cost when upgrading. Higher levels of compensation can be earned by
Bronze, Silver and Gold members once they have begun at the starting levels
described above, but these members will not have access to the same resources that
Platinum members enjoy. The bottom line is: the more serious you are about making
money – the higher the level you will want to join.

Can You Really Make "Serious" Money With This?
Since I don't know you, your background, experience or marketing ability, I can't
honestly predict how successful you'll be in YOUR business. This system will only be
as profitable as YOU make it. You cannot rely on anyone else to build your business.
Another Truth:
Our group and I will be happy to provide you with the ways to be successful,
but it ultimately still rests on your shoulders. If you do not put these
techniques and strategies to use, then you will have a tough road ahead.
If you have additional questions after taking the full tour, please feel free to request a
call back, or give me a call. The Movies in the tour are excellent but they may take a
moment or two to load, depending on your connection. Please be patient.

I’ve learned that effective marketing is the secret to your success in any program. If
you're serious, our group can teach you exactly how to generate this kind of income....

One of my primary motivations is of course to earn money for me and my family;
however it's also very rewarding to be able to help other people who are also
looking for ways of improving either their finances or quality of life... usually both.
And let’s be honest, the more you earn...... the more I will earn!
While making money is important, I've found that once you start making good money,
money becomes unimportant and your lifestyle, your health, your relationships, your
family and friends and the things that you can do become the most important things.
And that's exactly what I'm here to help you experience.

Passive or Active? You Decide...
"So, can I really sit back and do relatively nothing, and still make money?"
The short answer is Yes! But if you choose to be relatively passive, don't expect to
receive the kind of results you see and hear other proactive members achieving. Yes,
there are many of us that are making five figures per month and even per week in this
business, but they're also very proactive with their marketing and have probably
invested a lot of time and money in advertising as well.
There's no free lunch. And if you don't know how to market, that's okay.
YourNetBiz.com Offers a Hands Free solution with Co-op Marketing Campaigns.
Yes, they can start marketing your site, but don't expect 5-10 sales a Month from it.
You can make some money, but it will take a little longer for your business to become
profitable. It takes some time to fill your pipeline with interested prospects.
You also will have a Private Marketing Site, if you choose to join with our group, that
you can go to and learn EXACTLY what we top earners are doing and how we are
doing it. This is HUGE. All you have to do is copy us and you will be profitable. You
CAN duplicate our success!
I am confident that this program delivers IF you commit to it and treat it like a
business.
Another Truth:
You have the choice of being PASSIVE or ACTIVE with your business, but the reality of
it is, if you DON'T purchase any advertising, or you DON'T carry out any promotion
yourself, then you will NOT generate ANY income from your business, period! - Every
legitimate business must advertise, so do one or the other – or both.
When I think of investing in YourNetBiz as investing in a business (like a franchise), it
looks a lot different. Owning a business doesn't necessarily mean you actually have to
work all the time in that business. Your role as the business owner is just that. You
own it... you invested in it.

Is YourNetBiz Right For YOU?
YourNetBiz is a program that's designed for people who have
some financial resources available ($495 minimum as Bronze
associate - $2995 as a Platinum associate) and big financial
goals. If you're looking for a full, turn-key business (no job
seekers) with the ability to generate a serious income in the
first year and you have the resources to start a business like
this, then YourNetBiz may be for you, but honestly, only YOU
know what's best for you.

You'll need $495 minimum to get started, plus an ongoing monthly fee of $59.95, paid
to the company for admin, including the website, back office, support and hosting.
That’s a very small fee, considering all the income this business can generate. You will
also need some funds set aside for advertising and marketing. I would recommend
starting with no less than $250/£125. This is a good figure to get your business up
and running. I would then recommend that you figure on investing at least a couple of
hundred each month for continued marketing. I take a portion of each sale and put it
towards my marketing budget. There are also hundreds of FREE ways to market, but
they require time on your part to implement.
Understand that you will have help on what and where to market when you join
with me and our group. This information can save you a TON!
No internet or business experience is required to get started, but the more
marketing skills you have & learn, the more you can make. I can also share with you
what works for me if you choose to be proactive in your marketing, but be prepared
to be patient and become a student of marketing if you don't have much experience.
So the Truth is The YourNetBiz.com business is not for everyone.
As mentioned before, even though YourNetBiz can be as automated and passive as
you'd like, I take an active role in working with anyone who joins me in this
program, especially if you want to generate substantial profits.
When you join with me in YourNetBiz, I'll share with you little-known strategies
that work.
The reality is that it takes most people years of trial and error to develop a Six Figure
income working from home. At the same time, there's no magic to what I do or what
I've accomplished and there are no magic secrets regardless of what some may tell
you. It's simply a matter of learning and applying simple and proven marketing
techniques.

You'll also get access to our live training calls conducted by the most successful
leaders in the online marketing world!
"Success is not counted by how high you've climbed,
but by how many people you brought with you."
I'm honoured to have had the privilege of serving people from all walks of life, all
races, all religions, and many countries and cultures. It's a responsibility I don't take
lightly. I value the friendships I've made in the home business arena, and I want you
to be glad you got to know me.
“If you want to be successful, find someone who has achieved
the results you want and copy what they do
and you'll achieve the same results.” Anthony Robbins

What makes TurnKey Marketing Group different from every
other group on the market?
The fact is, we’re NOT a bunch of would be “gurus” but, just a close knit group of
regular folks who work together in a spirit of synergy to help each other
succeed and profit online. We have successful and established internet marketers
within our group and we all work together to help each other get the most out of
everyone’s business.
Sometimes it’s the new member who shares a piece of information with the group
that opens our eyes and helps us all. Everyone is important and equally valued.
There are no “captains or chiefs” among us. We all work together as a large
MASTERMIND group with a common goal of success in mind.
This organization was formed out of a sincere desire to help others. There was never
a goal or plan to build this group; it just came together out of necessity.
You see, there are so many others who promise the sun and moon - and once you get
involved, you’re left to fend for yourself. The cold hard truth is that most are just after
your money, unfortunately.

"Little Orphan Annie?"
They don’t care about creating long term relationships. In fact, most don’t even care
to speak with you after they’ve been paid. I know this only too well because after
being in this industry for a couple years, and having our phone numbers and email
published, we get contacted from “orphans” on a regular basis.
What’s an “orphan”?
Well, that’s someone who joined a business looking to improve their situation like the
rest of us and was promised help and support - and then when they came on board,
they were abandoned.
Unfortunately, this happens way more than you would think. Now, this could be
because the sponsor has got out of the business, lost their phone, or internet
connection, or maybe they just don’t care. I don’t know, but that’s one of the reasons
why TurnKey was formed; to follow through with the help and support AFTER a
member joins.

“So aside from the PERSONAL Help and Support,
what else is different?”
I feel that personal HELP and SUPPORT are the most important ingredients to
success; however, our team provides much, much more. We offer in-depth, exclusive
training and a unique marketing system only available through our organization.
We will show you EXACTLY HOW to build your own
YourNetBiz business (yeah, I know that's a mouthful). :-)
Teaching you how to market YourNetBiz is just the beginning. You will learn how to
market anything online and be profitable doing so. What no other group is training
on is how to get the most from the products that you get with YourNetBiz to build
your lists, grow multiple income streams and increase your bottom line. To many,
those products are just an after-thought.
Our trainings and 1 on 1 mentoring are like no others out there on the Internet.
You’re going to learn REAL ways of having customers finding YOU and buying, instead
of having to chase them down and begging for the order.

With our “How To” video trainings you’re going to get to follow our exact steps as
we show you how to do what you need to succeed online. It’s so much easier learning
when you can follow all the steps in front of you as if you were watching over my
shoulder.

What EXACTLY Do I Get With The TurnKey Marketing Group?

Receive 1-on-1 professional mentoring and coaching.
Access to a PRIVATE marketing educational portal that will teach you
everything you will need to know about the ins and outs of this business.
Access to a state of the art marketing system where EVERYTHING is done for
you. This allows you to earn while you learn.
Regular conference calls and webinars that explain step by step HOW to market
successfully in less than 10 hours per week.
Handle ALL of your support calls and answer questions for those who want
more information about your business.
NO cold calling, NO Selling, NO prospecting - Just set up your business and let it
passively generate income for you.
Our marketing systems are revolutionizing the home based business industry
because of the PERSONAL HELP and GUIDANCE we provide to ALL of our
members.
And a whole lot more!

Here are some of the comments from our team members
who we have worked with....
Working with this group is like a dream come true.
Thanks for all your help...and for believing in me... I
couldn't have done it without you! This by far and away
the best program out there and I'm so grateful for you.
Lee W.
Texas

Thank you for letting me see the light at the end of the
tunnel. You are truly helping the novice become a pro in
the mind-boggling internet world. I'm not an IT guy, but
with your help I see things coming together. The hands-on
information you give is priceless. Nothing but kudos
from me.
Steve W.
Pennsylvania
When you join our team you will be able to simply log in
to our Private Members Site and have everything at
your fingertips. If you can simply take the time to read
and implement what is right in front of you, the money
can then become as easy as you choose to make it!
Steven R
UK
Being a greenhorn to online-business and marketing on
the internet, the Turn Key Marketing Group's systems
have been invaluable resources in laying the foundation
for my success on the internet.
Tranque F.
California

What's The Next Step?
If you haven't yet:
1.

Take the Tour - This will reinforce everything that we have talked about.
http://misterfunk.mymarketingtour.com/movie_player
(links don’t always work on this type of pdf – you may need to
copy the URL into the top line of your internet browser)

2.

Request a Call Back - if you have any questions. **This is what is unique
to the system** You can "Speak with a 'professional business assistant'
(PBA) before you buy"
http://misterfunk.mymarketingtour.com/tour/request-callback/

3.

Hit the Join Button - If you decide this is a business for you – come on
board with me!

If you have NOT already joined YourNetBiz.com, then feel free to pick up the phone
and call me. My number is at the end of this site. If you need to leave a message please
include your Name and Phone number TWICE. Also please leave your time zone.
What have you got to lose?

You can email or call to ask questions, discuss your situation, level of interest, etc. I'm
here to help you in any way that I can. Don't hesitate to get in touch if you need
advice other than just the general questions that the business assistant can answer.
So, Take the tour and then seriously consider this business if you want to find
financial freedom and spare time in your life!
Now, are you ready to work smarter and not harder? I don't know about you, but
I’d much rather use a nail gun and skill saw to build a house than a hammer and nails.

Why Join Me In YourNetBiz?
What can you expect from me and WHY should you choose me as your sponsor:
* Integrity - I'll tell it like it is and focus on what's in your best interest at all times
* Business and Marketing Sense - I know what doesn't work and more importantly,
what does
* Reliability - You can count on me to be there for you after the sale; all you have to
do is ask
* The Determination and Passion to help you succeed! - Nothing makes me
happier than to see others succeed.
"You can have anything in life you want, if you just help
enough other people get what they want" Zig Ziglar

For Absolutely No Charge from Me:
*

I'll teach you all I know and am continuing to learn. You will have access to an
incredible network of successful individuals from whom you can start to learn
from also!

*

You will have Full Access to two amazing Private Marketing Sites. Here you
will see EXACTLY the ads, the emails, the letters, and other marketing info we
use to be VERY successful. You will also learn EXACLTY WHERE we are
marketing and getting the best results!

We also hold regular conference calls and webinars on marketing and building
your business that you will have full access to as well!
*

You will be able to choose from several websites you can customize with your
personal info and start your marketing like a pro, right from the beginning.
This is FREE!

*

When you join with me you will receive your own Marketing manual that will
guide you along the path to building a profitable online business. This will go
nicely with the Private Marketing Site.

And OF COURSE...
You can be assured that WE will assist YOU in creating a very healthy income, not
only with YourNetBiz, but with other proven programs so you can create multiple
streams of income.
***For a Limited Time - Our team will be giving away an incredible Internet
Marketing Blueprint. This e-book has been written by a HIGH Multiple Six Figure
Earner in the internet marketing business. He has been extremely successful and
provides a step-by-step outline on building your own internet marketing empire.
This is a MUST READ for those who are serious in growing their business.

TO FINISH OFF
***I will provide you with a very powerful tool now, if you are interested in improving
any situation you are in. It truly is The Secret. If you do nothing else with online
marketing or YourNetBiz just do this. Watch "The Secret." http://www.thesecret.tv/
You will thank me for it.
My main purpose is to build relationships
for now and into the future!
Please Note:
Due to my current business commitments, I will only be working with a limited
number of individuals each month. I do this to ensure that those that join with me
receive the time they deserve to build their business effectively, especially in the
beginning. After all, I practice what I preach and enjoy my time and freedom just as
much as anyone else. I joined YourNetBiz to work smarter, not harder and I can help
you do the same.

So.... what are YOU waiting for?
“I don’t know…” “I’m not sure…” “What if…” “Maybe…”
There's no better time to start you on your way to more abundance than TODAY. You
can count on me always to tell it the way it is. And together, I'm certain that we can
get your business to go precisely where you intend that it should ... and probably a
great deal further!
And by the way, if you decide not to join YourNetBiz, please make sure you fully
understand what you're saying no to. Your decision won't change my life... I'll still
generate thousands in sales virtually on autopilot, while I spend more time having
fun... but it may change yours.
I genuinely believe there will be many millionaires created over the next couple
of years because of YourNetBiz. Don't be left behind!

Best Wishes for Your Success,
Tom Morrell
http://www.steprightthisway.eclipse.co.uk/Step-Right-This-WayWebsite/index.html
Lawrence Close, Wood Street, Milverton, Somerset, TA4 1QU, United Kingdom
Telephone: 01823 401265

